SCRIPT

Intro:

Host: Fascism. A political regime feared by many but thought of as genius by some of the most horrifying dictators in history and today. Join us, as we journey back in time to a Fascist world. We discover the insane dictatorship, how fascism came to be, and what life would be like if we were ruled by a fascist dictator.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggTo7BNfdK0&bpctr=1362262079&bpctr=1363028583&bpctr=1363028613&bpctr=1363028631&bpctr=1363028643

- Clips of Hitler, Mussolini, bombs, intense music, feet walking
- Title roll

(walking, wither one or two "hosts" the casual history channel host who knows a lot about history, walking with scenery in background, maybe Italy? Joined by her co-host)

Host: Fascism. A political regime feared by many but thought of as genius by some of the most horrifying dictators in history and today.

Join us, as we journey back in time to a Fascist world. We discover the insane dictatorships, how fascism came to be, and what life would be like if we were ruled by a fascist dictator.

Section 1: What is Fascism:
Host: Fascism is commonly defined as an open terror-based dictatorship. This contains sexism, racism, supremacy of the military, as well as many other components. A dictatorship is necessary for a fascist government. A dictator might control small elements of your life such as hobbies, or large elements like morals and lifestyle.

Host: Facists Dictators manipulate society through propaganda and terror to achieve ultimate control. Due to Facists Dictators need for control they despized democracy. To completely understand how a fascist dictator might rule let us take a look at what a controlling fascist dictator might look like (cut to the movie the dictator, showing scene where he is speaking of an ideal government)

(Ripple out to black and white flash back)
This is ******. She lives in a world much different from our own, a world with prejudices and suppression. A world in which the government and individuals are controlled by a malicious dictatorship. (snip-its of what's to come)
Woman getting out of bed, propaganda on blank wall. Leaves house and walks down the street. Sees a women and a police officer. She is arrested for going 2 miles over the speed limit. Keeps walking. Women side of street and men's side (segregation of sexism) Military walks through and everyone needs to stop and salute them. People around say how much they love military and other words of admiration.

(professor) Fascist dictators use propaganda to influence the attitude of a community toward some cause or position by presenting only one side of an argument. Propaganda is usually dispersed over a wide variety of media in order to maximize correct attitudes.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fM43pZef7qw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FYvr28-5QKw

Propaganda commercial (bleach skin and hair, blue contacts, get the aryan look, maybe shes born with it, maybe shes aryaanaan, before and after edited pictures of us, Kristine is the natural)

Section 2: History of Fascism
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUSiCEx3e-0

- Fin De Siecle: revolt against materialism, rationalism, positivism, borgousie society, and democracy
- -supported: emotionalism, irrationalism, subjectivism, and vitalism
The word Hindu comes from the Arabic term al-hind and Persian term hindu. Although both of these terms referred to the geographic location, it eventually came to be the name given to collective spiritual practices native to the Indian subcontinent.

Hinduism part two
Close-ups of each expert as they speak to the camera.

PUJARI (Bhavana)
The origins of this religion are shrouded in the mysteries of time, but we do know that it came to overtake previous beliefs around 2000 BC. Hinduism is believed to have no original founder.

SINCLAIR (Aliin)
Having evolved with the Indus Valley Civilization, Hinduism has become a way of life for almost 900 million people from its origins in South Asia to diaspora communities across the Western world.

Hinduism part 3
Ken Burns Effect with Nelson's voice speaking over images of each member of the Trinity.

NELSON (Cyrena)
Although many people have the misconception of Hinduism being polytheistic, in reality, it is monotheistic: One supreme and divine power with various forms. The Trinity of God includes Brahma (the creator), Vishnu (the protector), and Shiva (the destroyer).

Switch back to shot of Narrator, Sinclair, Nelson, and Pujari in the conference room, then close-up on Pujari as he speaks.

Pujari
Just like humans do, the earth goes through continuous cycles of death and rebirth and for each new beginning, Brahma creates a new Earth, Vishnu protects it, and Shiva eventually destroys it.

Hinduism part 4
Pujari continues to explain to the camera. Important terms (karma, dharma, and moksha) appear on the screen as he says them.

PUJARI
Hindus believe in a cycle of death and rebirth, where a soul is reborn after every death. Its position in every new life depends on their karma, which is the cumulative value of the consequences of their previous lives. Following their dharma, a spiritual and societal duty to themselves and their community, will help them attain good karma. We believe that the ultimate goal is to attain moksha, which is liberation from the cycle of death and rebirth.

Hinduism part 5
As PUJARI says each value, its part pops up on the screen until the full lotus picture is visible.

PUJARI
At the core of Hinduism are five essential values:

Ahimsa, or non-violence
Sathya, or truth
Prema, or love
Shanti, or peace
and Dharma, or right conduct.
Opener
Ken Burns Effect with the Narrator (Elizabeth) speaking over images or clips of key figures from each religion.

Narrator
"Since the dawn of man, humanity has always held in wonder the world around them and questioned how it had come to be. In the beginning, there was Hinduism. On the pre-historic Indian sub-continent, the vast pantheon of God's forms were believed to control the workings of the world. Later, a new sect led by one holy man known as the Buddha diverged from Hinduism into a new faith called Buddhism. These two faiths flourished into the classical era, when the teachings of a man named Confucius took hold of Chinese government and lifestyles. Across the continent, in the far off Middle East, Abraham created the famous covenant with God, that became the cornerstone of Judaism. Years later, a Jew named Jesus gained a popular following as the son of God, ushering in the era of Christianity. Building off of both of these faiths, an Arabian merchant named Muhammad introduced a strictly monotheistic faith called Islam that spread rapidly throughout the Eastern world."

Title screen
Each faith shows up w/ color+symbol in the six sections thing, as the narrator states their names. Hold for a bit, then the title fades into the center. Fade to black. Soundtrack: fusion of traditional music from each religion.

Title: Leaps of Faith: Religion Around the World

Narrator
"Hinduism, Confucianism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. These six faiths have become the main religions of the world, and their stories have combined to weave a tale for the ages."

Introduction to topic
Narrator in a room full of books, spinning a globe and looking pensive. She turns to the camera.

NARRATOR

Religion has, since mankind's advent, been an integral element of human identity. Across the globe, humans have developed countless belief systems to answer the questions that have captured our hearts and minds since time immemorial: Who are we? Who made us? Why are we here...and where are we going? While no one person can give a definitive answer, discussion and debate over these questions can only further increase our understanding of our world and ourselves.

Introduction to experts

Shot of all experts sitting and talking to one another, but w/o sound. The narrator talks over them all, and then this leads to a shot of each individual and their name presented by the narrator.

Narrator
That's why today, I have asked a panel of the world's leading religious experts to congregate and lead a comparative discussion of their individual religious beliefs and research. Joining us today are Pujari, a Hindu priest...Bai Ying Ai, a Buddhist nun...Mary Nelson, Director of the World Parliament of Religions...Caroline Michaels, Professor of East Asian Studies at Cambridge University...Samantha Sinclair, author of the bestseller Religion and Culture: The Marriage That Bore Civilization...and Father John Smith of Jenerik Christian Church.

Hinduism Part one
Hindu music playing in the background. Ohm symbol fade in with the word "Hinduism" over a background of the religion's color. Transition to Ken Burns Effect with Narrator's voice over a map of India.

NARRATOR
Modernism

Modernism – the self knowing it humbly; making everything new.

2 ideas of modernism: 1st influenced the modernists era
1 aspects of society that modernists wanted to change and

The pre-modernist era we will be able to discover two things:

The Age of Modernism revolutionized every aspect of previous societies, and so by examining

Premodernism: A time before modernist values set in a time of evolution, ideas building and

Grandpa: ...right? I see that we have to start at the beginning...
KID: Still learning and now looking confused

Fibonacci, with the growing spirit of acceptance for radical and challenging beliefs,

This is when eventually we assess the circumstances we feel change history.

Listen to this: Imposer, you are undone if you once forget that the fruits of the earth

By pulling up the weeds, or killing the shrub, and saying his fellow’s words, because of

meaningless, from how many hours and minutes we neglect not anymore any small marking,

and how many crimes, wars and

real founder of civil society; “claimless Rosensau. From how many crimes, wars and

hedist of saying: “This mine, and found people simple enough to believe him, was the

country theory. He held the view that humans were humanity evil and neglected since

country theory. He held the view that humans were humanity evil and neglected since

government control over mankind in orderly society; Yet another philosopher, Jean-

country theory. He held the view that humans were humanity evil and neglected since

government control over mankind in orderly society; Yet another philosopher, Jean-

But by reasoning in European, good will that the governing property

Jackie Rossenau, because humans were mutually good, but that governing property

government control over mankind in orderly society; Yet another philosopher, Jean-

But by reasoning in European, good will that the governing property

impossible of course would be better if there was no society. Yet Locke knew

impossible of course would be better if there was no society. Yet Locke knew

join humanity believed that humans were mutually good, that they had a thank mind; he

join humanity believed that humans were mutually good, that they had a thank mind; he

outwitted medieval ideas as another read to reread their society – to improve and renew it.

The Enlightenment was a time of immense intellectual growth, renowned philosophers

Kid walking home from school... voice of mom on phone asking Grandpa to watch kid

and read story because she is stuck at work.